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Even before the Covid-19, the internet was already emerging as the global go-to source of 

information. With the Pandemic, we’ve seen the introduction and enforcement of social 

distancing restrictions along with global lockdowns. This has been accompanied by a surge in 

online activity. When you consider the rapid rise in platforms like Zoom combined with the switch 

to VOIP for traditional landline telephone calls, the internet is now the primary source of 

communication across the world. 

 

Over the last 12 months, internet usage has increased by over 30% in total and by over 50% for 

some categories. This has caused many businesses to review and re-evaluate their presence on 

the internet.  

 

Now, when it comes to presence on the internet, a website along with a Facebook Page are the 

most visible and most frequently viewed element. For most businesses, these are likely to 

represent the greatest if not the only investment they will make in the marketing. This makes 

them incredibly valuable and important. 

 

Once considered the equivalent of a Yellow Pages Listing for those other than for companies 

selling branded consumer goods; what websites look like, what they can do and how people 

interact with them has changed significantly. A business website can now be engineered to 

reduce the administrative burden, improving efficiency and deliver better patient outcomes for 

a medical or healthcare-oriented Practice. 

 

Covid 19 has triggered a massive increase in Patients presenting to Public Hospitals along 

referrals to private practices with mental health professionals. Hypervigilance towards 

symptoms of upper respiratory illness and the vaccination program is adding further pressure 

to already overburdened GP’s. idResults is perfectly positioned with a set of proven 

initiatives and has the expertise needed to help you to implement them.  

 

The starting point is your website. But it does not necessarily end there. Depending on your 

practice model, idResults has the capability to provide much more. Appointments can be 

automated with online bookings integrated with staff rosters. Patients can also be given access 

to articles and other information considered important to their condition. 

 

Where it comes to your website, where do you start? 

Regardless of what puritans might think, competition is well and truly alive for the medical and 

health profession. While the key motivators are different. Patients are consumers and behave 

accordingly. Just like any other website, success will depend on the same 4 factors: 

1. Design 

2. Content 

3. Functionality 

4. Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) 

 

These apply equally to a website for a medical practice as they do for a brand of woman’s shoes. 

So, if you are upgrading or building a new website for your Practice, these are important 

considerations to be made.  
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This Guideline in provided obligation free and details the Principles you should follow in order 

tick these 4 boxes. The help make these Principles easier to understand, idResults has also built 

sample websites to demonstrate them. 

 

 

idResults 15 Principles of Web Strategy & Design 
 

 

1. 30 Seconds 

That is the maximum time you have to get the attention of someone online and for some 

categories it is much less. If your website fails to appeal to your target audience or lacks stopping 

power, then you or your Practice won’t be considered and potential clients or patients will move 

on view your competitors and they may never return. Striking images, moving pictures, animated 

fonts and colours are among the elements to achieve this.  

 

2. Contemporary Design 

Websites that scroll down rather that rely on Visitors to navigate a menu table at the top of the 

HOME PAGE have become increasingly prominent. Consumers are more likely to respond to 

websites of this design and they will definitely favour less written content. Too much to read just 

turns people off and endless click thru are frustrating as are videos that take forever to load. 

While a picture says 1000 words, few of those with be positive if the resolution of images are 

poor or what’s pictures is not relevant.   

 

3. Built in Functionality 

As well as information, a website provides the opportunity to reduce the administrative burden 

of your Practice and increase efficiency. Just putting the New Patient Form online and capturing 

the details before new Patients arrive can reduce Patient stress and improve efficiency plus help 

keep to allocated appointment times. Allowing Clients to make and manage their own 

appointments online together with text message reminders can significantly reduce no-shows 

or late arrivals. Adding escalation alerts will ensure nothing falls through the cracks. 
 

 
4. Engage Patients/Clients 

Your Patient/Client data base can be integrated with your website and accessed according to 

your own parameters. This provides the means to initiate email marketing, health education, 

issue health advice or simply share important information about the Practice directly with your 

Patients. 
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E.G. Covid-19 Updates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Gather Valuable Feedback 

Patient surveys and health questionnaires can be integrated into your website and automated 

to provide a set and forget solution for receiving valuable feedback. 

 

6. Strategic Alignment 

For maximum return on investment - your website should be aligned to your business model 

with built in functionality to automate routine work practices and processes. The design should 

enhance the professional standing of your Practice, reflect the image tone and language that 

connects with your target market.  
 

7. Cost Recovery & Revenue Generation 

Your website can be designed to allow Clients to pay directly and in advance for services or an 

online store can be added for new revenue stream.   

 

8. Return on Investment (ROI) 

Like any other asset, decision regarding the amount of money spent on a website must made 

with consideration to the possible return of investment. ROI is where the project costs are 

compared in relation to income generated or costs that are saved. If these do not apply, then it 

is important for the associated costs to be budgeted and managed accordingly. 

 

9. SEO (Search Engine Optimisation) 

More than 90% of internet experiences begin with a search engine and research indicates that 

consumers rarely consider anything beyond the first page of results. Website features like meta 

tags, key words, headings, descriptive text, and hyperlinks are used by search engines and affect 

where your website appears in search results. 

 

10. Privacy Policy, Cookies Alert, Terms & Conditions that Apply to the Practice.   

It is important to ensure your site complies with these or any other regulations.  
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11.  Robot Check, Pop-Up Lightboxes, Visitor Analytics & Afterhours Contacts 

These are of few of the most common features that should be considered and will make your 

website more functional. Links to Social Media are a great way of generating traffic and interest. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

12. To Blog or Not to Blog 

Including a Blog on the website for your Practice is a great way to demonstrate expert knowledge 

and experience but it requires commitment. To be credible, a Blog needs to be maintained and 

new material added regularly. Effective writing is a skill that not everyone possesses, so articles 

may have to be written or at least checked by a 3rd party. The costs for this can be considerable 

and should be budgeted. 
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13. Access to Resource Library 

A private resource library can be added easily with access restricted to approved members. This 

allows you to share important articles, research results and other selected material. You can also 

authorise members to leave comments, upload their own material and communicate with each 

other. 

 

 
14. Easy to Maintain and Edit 

Regardless of the website solution, it is important to check how easy it is to edit or maintain 

content. Remember if this requires a 3rd party then it will add to your costs. 
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15. Ongoing Costs & Fees 

As well as the costs to build a website and content material, there are ongoing costs for hosting, 

data storage and functionality that you need to budget for.  

 

 

 

 

The Next Step 
 

 

So, your convinced and have decided to update your existing website or to create one for the 

first time. then idResults can help to achieve this and for much less cost than you might 

think. 

 

Low-Cost High-Quality Outcome 

Perhaps the greatest shift for the web industry has been the availability of free template designs. 

These have replaced bespoke design and the advantages are undeniable. 

• They can be tailored and individualised for your business.  

• The process is easier, quicker, and cheaper.  

• The amount saved compared to engaging a web designer can be as much as 40% 

• Pay as you go functionality in the form of Apps. is another cost saving measure.  

• More money can now be spent on web strategy which will increases the contribution your 

website makes to your Practice.  

• To ensure total cost transparency, all third party expenses like hosting and functionality Apps 

are invoiced directly and not invoiced by idResults 
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